Because your pack is worth protecting

Because your pack is worth protecting

We've got it all wrapped up

Because your pack is worth protecting

Acrylic Coated Films
for Shelf Appeal

use our imagination...

High Gloss Films
High clarity and gloss levels are pre-requisites for many markets where on-shelf appeal is important to the brand. The
packaging needs to showcase the product and have a high visual impact. Our acrylic coated films meet these requirements
as they offer excellent optical properties.
With their broad sealing range, these films also enable excellent packaging machine performance. Our standard materials
provide strong seals for tamper evidence, however easy opening alternatives are also available.
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Markets

Applications

Biscuits and Bakery

Box Overwrap

Computer Games

Heavy Duty

Confectionery

HFFS

Cosmetics

Lamination

DVD’s

Pre-Made Bags

Perfume

Printing

Reamwrap

VFFS
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Why Choose These Films?

QUALITY
LOOK

With their superb clarity and high
gloss, our acrylic coated films are
ideally suited to markets where
shelf appeal is important to the
brand.
These properties, combined with
excellent printability, ensure that
the packaging conveys an image
of quality and maximises visual
impact.
In addition, our unique shrink
tightening version enables tighter
wraps.

The low sealing threshold and
broad sealing range of our acrylic
coated films allow a wide packaging
operation window.

BROAD
SEALING
RANGE

Typical Heat-Seal Range (15PSI 2s)
Propafilm™ acrylic
coated film
Propafilm™ PVdC
coated film
Coextruded
standard film
75 85 95 105 115 125 135 145 155
Temperature ºC

Low sealing threshold
acrylic coating.

TAMPER
EVIDENT

MINERAL
OIL

SEALS

BARRIER

Discover our cost
effective proven
mineral oil barrier
films for peace of
mind.

Strong seals every
time.

Low sealing threshold
acrylic coating.

NO
STICKING TO
COEX

Our acrylic coated films do not seal
to coextruded films. They are ideally
suited to bundle wrap or transit
collation applications: high visibility
of the unit packs is ensured,
without any sticking issues.

Typical Heat-Seal Properties
Product

Propafilm™ RC30
Propafilm™ RC30 to
coextruded film

Heat-seal strength
in g/25mm
(15 PSI, 2s, 130ºC)
650
0

Transparent
or solid white
BOPP film.

EASY
OPENING
OPTIONS

Our peelable film enables customers
to easily peel open their packs,
without tearing the packaging and
spilling any of the contents. This is
particularly useful for bags with small
contents and for products targeted at
younger or older audiences.
Our snap wrap film is specifically
targeted at collation bundles,
enabling two packs to be ‘snapped
off ’ at a time and the rest of the
bundle to remain neatly collated for
storage.

PRODUCT RANGE

Acrylic coated packaging films

Standard, tearing sealing film

Peelable sealing film

Shrink tightening film

Suitable for any
pack format

White version

Specifically for cut
size paper

Suitable for any
pack format

Specifically for cut
size paper

Ideal for overwrap
and collation

Snap wrap,
easy opening
option

Propafilm™
RC

Propafilm™
RBC

Propafilm™
T710

Propafilm™
RCP

Propafilm™
T710P

Propafilm™
SRC

Propafilm™
SRCZ

W
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Propafilm™ RCU and RBCU, clear and white films have been shown to significantly reduce the
migration of mineral oils.

In addition to these films, our product range also includes differential grades with an alternative coating on the other
surface : PVdC, fast or digitally printable coatings.

About Us
Innovia Films is a major producer of highly
differentiated Biaxially Oriented Polypropylene (BOPP)
films using a proprietary ‘bubble’ manufacturing
process. The unique functional properties of our film,
combined with our world leading coating and surface
chemistry expertise, results in products which are very
well recognised and valued by our customers.
We hold a leading global position in the markets we
serve – high performance coated films, tobacco
overwrap, labels and security films. Technical expertise
and market-driven developments are key to our
position at the leading edge of advances in these
markets.

Our production sites are based in Australia, Belgium and
the UK. Service and support alongside product quality is
a priority for us. Our strong network of commercial
offices, agents and distributors globally support our
sales into around 100 countries worldwide, ensuring a
high level of customer responsiveness.
Innovation through our Research and Development is at
the heart of our business. We work closely with
customers, suppliers, academics and commercial
partners to ensure speed of delivery of new products.

Regional Offices:
Europe (UK)
Tel +44 16973 42281
Americas (USA) Tel +1 877 822 3456
Asia-Pacific (Aus) Tel +61 3 9303 0600
www.innoviafilms.com
email: filmsinfo@innoviafilms.com
™Trademark of Innovia Films

Disclaimer: Innovia Films or any of its affiliated companies (hereinafter ‘Innovia Films’) declines any liability with respect to the use made by any third party of the information contained herein.
The information contained herein represents Innovia Films’ best knowledge thereon without constituting any express or implied guarantee or warranty of any kind (including, but not limited to, the
accuracy, the completeness or relevance of the data set out herein). Innovia Films is the sole owner or authorised user of the intellectual property rights relating to the information communicated.
The information relating to the use of the products is given for information purposes only. No guarantee or warranty is provided that the product is adapted to the client’s specific use. The client
should perform his own tests to determine the suitability for a particular purpose. The final choice of use of a product remains the sole responsibility of the client.
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